Daybook Assignment
Developing as a Writer, Thinker, Researcher, and Observer
W hat is the purpose of the d ayb ook?
The daybook is a place to collect, organize,
reflect on and explore thoughts, ideas,
musings, and connections you make in your
daily life as a critical thinker. While I hope
that many of these connections and ideas will
relate to children’s literature and the work we
do in class, the daybook can be used for
anything—anytime you wish to express
yourself as a thinker, writer, or observer of
the world around you.
W hat g oes in m y day book?
Whenever you are thinking or writing about
something for class, your daybook is the place
to collect and store these ideas, including
notes you take during class or at home while
you are reading or completing assignments.
But this shouldn’t be the end of your daybook;
it should also include other ideas you are
pondering, writing you are doing, and
connections you are making as you observe
and analyze the world around you.
What questions do you ask about books you
read, media you encounter, or what you see
around you? What do you observe, what
connections do you make, and how does your
thinking change? What thoughts do you
want to remember later? These musings can
be traditional writing, but you can also paste
items into your daybook or use more creative
approaches like drawings, doodles, poems,
pictures, etc. Any ideas, big and small, and
even mementos find a place in the daybook to
show who you are as a writer and thinker.
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H o w do I o rg an ize m y day bo o k?
The organization of your daybook is up to
you! A few suggestions, however, might
include putting your name on the cover
and initial page with “return to”
information (in case it becomes lost). You
might also include a table of contents, page
numbers, and dates to help easily find
information. Post-it notes can provide tabs
or help you comment and reflect on your
writing, and if you wish, you may break
the book into sections, counting pages from
the front or back to mark them off.
Possible sections might include: quotes,
interesting words, lists, don’t forget,
random observations, connections, topics
to think about, notes from reading, class
notes, etc. Use whatever organization
helps you easily find and reference ideas
after you record them.
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Wha t are cla ss- rela te d da yb ook e xpecta tions?

Writers write. They use writing
throughout their day. They use writing
to learn, to think, and to feel.
Writing is like breathing.
Writers can’t live without writing.
--Lil Brannon
Few things are impossible to diligence
and skill. Great works are performed not
by strength but perseverance.
--Samuel Johnson

You must bring your daybook everyday to class, along
with a gluestick and post-it notes. It is my expectation
that you’d also bring you daybook with you other
places as well, and while many students find it
productive to write in it every day, I expect that you’d
include at least several entries outside of class each
week. Students who are most successful on class
related assignments fill most, if not all, of the
composition notebook by the semester. To help with
this, there are suggestions for daybook entries
provided weekly in reading guides and at the end of
each class as “homework/extension” activities.
S haring / S ho wing Off Y our Dayb oo k

Observe
Think
Write
Connect
Reflect
W ho wi ll see my day book?
Your daybook is a private place for your
writing and ideas, and I want you to feel free
to express yourself fully without fear of
anyone seeing entries that you wish to keep
only for yourself. Thus, I will never collect
your entire daybook. There will be times in
class, however, that I’ll ask you to share
particular entries of your choosing with the
class, individual colleagues, or me; but, you’ll
always decide what part you’d like to share.
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Throughout the semester, you’ll collect evidence of the
work you’ve done in your daybook by selecting and
photocopying THR E E entries that will be the basis of
my assessment of your daybook grade. For each entry,
you’ll be assessed on three areas: engagement with
ideas, extension of class concepts, and reflective post-it
note commentary. Students submit these best entries
in a da yb ook p ortfolio, p ho to copied and pla ce d
in a f older turned in a t the fina l e xa m.
Although you’ll write regularly in your daybook, choose
only your very best ideas to submit for evaluation—
those that show exceptional engagement, extension,
and critical thinking. Successful entries are typically
several pages in length and constitute activities done
outside of class.
Daybook Labels: Each entry should be labeled to
describe the kind of learner you were, with a brief
description of how this provided you insight into new
ideas and/or allowed you to think critically about books
and the world around you. On the post-it note, reflect
on your entry and consider how it allowed you learn
more about the ideas you are exploring throughout the
semester. Possible Daybook Labels: q uestione r,
crea tive thinker, rese archer, a nalytic thinke r,
ob server, connection- m ake r, reviser, etc.
This post it note should explain how the entry
1) demonstrates the qualities associated with this
critical approach, and 2) enriches your understanding
through critical thinking.
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